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An Aspect-Oriented Approach for
Software Security Hardening: from
Design to Implementation1
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Mourad DEBBABI a , Lingyu WANG a and Makan POURZANDI b
a
Computer Security Laboratory, Concordia University, Montreal, Canada
b
Software Research, Ericsson Canada Inc., Montreal, Canada
Abstract. Security is a very challenging task in software engineering. Enforcing
security policies should be taken care of during the early phases of the software
development life cycle to prevent security breaches in the final product. Since security is a crosscutting concern that pervades the entire software, integrating security
solutions at the software design level may result in scattering and tangling security features throughout the entire design. To address this issue, we propose in this
paper an aspect-oriented approach for specifying and enforcing security hardening
solutions. This approach provides software designers with UML-based capabilities
to perform security hardening in a clear and organized way, at the UML design
level, without the need to be security experts. We also present the SHP profile, a
UML-based security hardening language to describe and specify security hardening solutions at the UML design level. Finally, we explore the efficiency and the
relevance of our approach by applying it to a real world case study and present the
experimental results.
Keywords. Security Requirements, UML Design, Security Hardening, Security
Patterns, Aspect-Oriented Programming, Aspect-Oriented Modeling.

Introduction
Security is a major challenge in the software development process. In fact, the scale of
security breaches have been increasing with no complete victory against attacks. The
challenge is even greater with the increasing complexity and pervasiveness of modern
software systems. As a result, there is a clear need for practical methodologies and tools
that improve secure software development. This must include specifying security requirements and enforcing them on software.
During the last years, some new methodologies have been proposed to incorporate
security requirements during the early phases of software development using the Unified
Modeling Language (UML) [33] since it is the de facto language for software specification and design. However, most of these approaches concentrate their efforts on speci1 The research leading to this work was possible due to funding and scientific collaboration with Software
Research, Ericsson Canada Inc.

fying security requirements and sometimes analyzing UML models against the specified
requirements. So far, complete, practical, and efficient methods and tools are still largely
absent for enforcing such requirements on software. In most cases, this task, that requires
high security expertise, is conducted as an afterthought by developers who are not, in
general, security experts. As a result, security flaws remain abundant and hard to fix in
the software products.
In addition, because of the pervasive nature of security, if the designers add security
solutions manually into a UML design, security components may become tangled and
scattered throughout the whole UML design. Consequently, the resulting UML design
model will most likely become difficult to understand and maintain. Additionally, adding
security manually is tedious and generally may lead to other security vulnerabilities.
To tackle this problem, Aspect-Oriented Modeling (AOM) [4] is a natural and appealing solution to enforce security requirements at the early stages of software development. In fact, aspect-oriented techniques allow separating cross-cutting concerns,
such as security, from the application functionalities by introducing new modules called
aspects that capture only one concern. The integration of aspects with the rest of the
application is performed by a mechanism called aspect weaving. Using AOM, security solutions can be precisely defined and injected in the right places without altering the original functionalities of the software. However, to date, there is no standard
language to support AOM. Even the existing AOM languages are not suitable for security hardening specification. They are mainly programming-language dependent and lack
many features needed for systematic security hardening.
In this context, the objective of this paper is to elaborate an aspect-oriented approach
for software security hardening at the UML design level. The main components of our
approach are the security hardening plans and patterns that together constitute concrete
security hardening solutions. The patterns provide high-level aspect-oriented solutions
to known security problems. They are developed by security experts and provided in
a catalog. The plans capture the needed security requirements and use the appropriate
patterns to harden the security of an application. In other words, plans specify the needed
security requirements and patterns specify how those requirements can be enforced. Both
plans and patterns are specified at the design level using the Security Hardening UML
Profile (SHP) that is provided by our approach. Once security hardening solutions are
specified for a given UML design, developers can systematically translate those solutions
into security aspects code.
Our approach has significant benefits. It allows security experts to provide highlevel security solutions including all the details on how and where to apply them. At the
same time, developers can use those solutions to enforce security requirements during the
early stages of the software development without the need to have any extensive security
expertise. Moreover, the use of aspect-oriented techniques allows the specification of
security solutions in a clear and organized way, without altering the original software
functionalities. The experimental results that we obtained after applying our solutions
illustrate the relevance and efficiency of our approach.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 1 gives an overview of the
current state of the art related to security specification and enforcement using UML.
Afterwards, in Section 2, we summarize our approach for software security hardening.
Then, we present the SHP profile in Section 3. Section 4 illustrates the usability of the
approach through a case study. Finally, we conclude the paper and present our future
work in Section 5.

1. Related Work
Few approaches aiming to enforce security requirements at the UML design level have
been published recently [25, 36]. Pavlich-Mariscal et al. [36] propose a new UML artifact called Role Slice to capture RBAC (Role-Based Access Control) [16] policies within UML class models. A role slice diagram contains information on a role’s
permissions that cut across all classes in an application. RBAC constraints are represented within a role slice diagram using UML stereotypes [33]. Moreover, this approach
proposes algorithms that map access control policies provided in role slice diagrams to
AOP [23] security enforcement code implemented in AspectJ [22]. In another effort [37],
the authors propose an aspect-oriented approach to model access control policies. They
augment the UML meta-model with new diagrams that are separated from the main UML
design to represent RBAC (Role-Based Access Control) [16], MAC (Mandatory Access
Control) [7] and DAC (Discretionary Access Control) [30] models. The separated security features are then composed with the main UML design. In another effort [37], the
authors propose an aspect-oriented approach where they augment the UML meta-model
with new diagrams to represent access control policies. In contrast to our approach that
uses a UML profile to represent security requirements, Pavlich-Mariscal et al. extend the
UML language by defining new artifacts to capture only access control policies.
Another contribution that is related to security enforcement is given in [25] which is
called Model-Driven Security. This approach proposes a general schema in which systems modeling languages such as UML are combined with security modeling languages
by defining dialects. The latter identify the protected resources from elements of the
system modeling language. This approach defines a general meta-model for generating
security modeling languages. SecureUML [24, 25] is one instance of these languages
defined for modeling RBAC requirements [16]. SecureUML has an abstract syntax that
is independent of any modeling language, and a concrete syntax that is defined as a
UML extension using stereotypes and tagged values [33]. From models in the combined
languages, access control infrastructures are automatically generated using MDA-based
transformation mechanisms [31].
Other approaches [1, 3, 9, 11, 12, 14, 20, 26, 35, 39, 48] have been proposed in the last
years to integrate security during the early phases of software development using UML.
The majority of them propose extensions of the UML language using standard UML extension mechanisms to specify security requirements. The most covered security requirements are access control policies [7, 16, 30]. The evaluation of UML models against the
specified security requirements is based on automatic verification tools such as model
checkers and theorem provers [18]. More details about these contributions as well as a

comparative study on them can be found in [28]. Although these approaches are useful
attempts for specifying and verifying security requirements on UML design, only few
of them generate code for new software. Security hardening is not their main concern as
our approach.
Another field that is related to our work is security design patterns. A security pattern describes a particular recurring security problem that arises in a specific context and
presents a well-proven generic scheme for a security solution [43]. A number of security design patterns are proposed in order to guide software engineers in designing their
security models during the architecture and design phases. Romanosky presents a set of
design patterns in [41]. The discussion however has focused on architectural and procedural guidelines more than on security patterns. Fernandez and Warrier [15] introduced
a design pattern which describes a general mechanism for providing authentication and
authorization. The Open Group [8] has possibly introduced the most mature design pattern catalog that contains 13 patterns. Although security design patterns provide reusable
solutions to integrate security early during the development process, they have some
shortcomings. They generally lack the structure and the methodologies needed for their
application. In addition, they are applied manually and require high security expertise.
Regarding aspect-oriented modeling using UML, considerable work has been done
in the literature during the last years. An overview of some of the proposed contributions
is presented in [40, 42]. Prior work in this area [2, 5, 6, 17, 21, 27, 38, 45] proposes
extensions of the UML language using standard UML extension mechanisms. However,
the majority of these approaches are programming language dependent and specify only
few concepts of AOP. Some other proposals [10, 47] extend the UML meta-language
by defining new meta-classes for AOP instead of extending the existing UML metaclasses. However, extending the UML meta-language with new meta-classes is hard to
implement and may require modifying the existing UML CASE tools to support the new
meta-classes. The most recent work in this domain is presented by Evermann in [13].
This approach proposes a specification of AOP concepts based on the existing UML
meta-model using standard UML extension mechanisms. In contrast to previous work,
this is possibly the most complete specification so far. The proposed profile covers most
of AOP concepts. However, it is based on AspectJ. Thus, it cannot be used to specify our
hardening solutions that are independent of any programming language.

2. Approach Overview
This section illustrates our approach for software security hardening. By security hardening, we mean adding security functionalities and/or fixing vulnerabilities in the software. The approach architecture is depicted in Figure 1. The main steps of our proposed
approach are the following:
• Specification of Security Hardening Solutions: Security experts, with the help of
security APIs, design UML-based solutions to known security problems. Those
solutions are provided as Security Hardening Patterns. AOM [4] is adopted for the
specification of security hardening patterns to keep security solutions separated
from the software functionalities. Security hardening patterns are specified using
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Figure 1. Security Hardening Approach.

the SHP profile provided by our approach (See Section 3.2). Once designed, patterns are packaged in a catalog and presented to designers with limited security
knowledge.
• Specification of Security Requirements: Developers, when designing the application, specify the needed security requirements by writing a Security Hardening
Plan. From the catalog of patterns developed by security experts, developers select the appropriate pattern(s) using the patterns parameters that provide information about the security solution, such as, the security protocol and the API used
in the solution. Then, developers specify a plan by using the selected patterns.
Developers do not need to modify the security solutions provided by the patterns.
The SHP profile is also used for the specification of the plans (See Section 3.1).
• Selection of Actual Hardening Patterns: From the security hardening plans specified by developers and the catalog of patterns provided by security experts, the
actual patterns needed to enforce the specified security requirements are selected.

The selection of the appropriate patterns is based on the patterns parameters specified in the hardening plans.
• Refinement and Aspects Generation: Once the needed patterns are selected, developers systematically refine the solutions provided by the patterns and implement the corresponding security hardening aspects. The security hardening aspects are implemented using AOP languages. Using our approach, developers do
not need to learn the security APIs to write security aspects since developers are
guided by the patterns.
• Weaving of Security Aspects into Software Code: The actual security hardening
is performed by weaving the security aspects into the software source code previously generated from the software design models. AOP weavers (e.g., AspectJ,
AspectC++) are used to inject the involved advices into the matched places.
The advantages of our approach are as follows:
• Any developer can specify a plan without having the need to understand the inner
working of the security solutions. All that he/she needs to know is the existence
of patterns that enforce the needed security requirements.
• Plans are totally separated from the base models. Developers do not need to modify their design to specify security requirements.
• Plans can be added dynamically to encapsulate other security requirements.
• Patterns provide aspect-oriented solutions. They give the precise steps to be performed and the location in the base models where they should be applied. This
maintains the separation of security from the design functionalities.
• Patterns provide high-level solutions. Their syntax is independent of any programming language. Thus, patterns can be refined and reused for various applications that are developed under different platforms and environments.
• Patterns can be easily refined into security hardening aspects. Indeed, patterns
provide solutions with enough details so that developers can translate them into
the target language without the need to have any security expertise.

3. Security Hardening Profile (SHP)
This section presents our elaborated SHP profile that allows the description and specification of security hardening solutions for UML design. To harden security at UML
design, three main approaches can be followed:
1. Creating a UML profile using the extension mechanisms provided by standard
UML (stereotypes and tagged values) [33].
2. Extending the UML meta-language by new language constructs that allow the
specification of security requirements.
3. Defining a new meta-language to specify security requirements on UML models.
Our choice of the first approach is based on our previous usability study of the mentioned approaches [46]. In fact, UML profiles seem to be the most usable for security
specification since they are the extension mechanism provided by the standard UML.
They allow the specification of almost all the security requirements that are usually spec-

ified and enforced on software. In addition, they are easy to learn and use and benefit
from excellent tool support and high portability.
The proposed SHP profile provides the necessary elements needed for specifying
plans and patterns presented in Section 2 at the UML design level. It is based on AOM to
separate security concerns from the software functionalities. The main features provided
by the SHP profile are the following:
• Description and specification of security behavior. This is done by the addition
of new behavior before or after the application behaviors, and substitution of an
existing behavior by a new one.
• Specification of particular locations in the base model (join points) where the
security behavior will be injected.
• Specification of patterns parameters to allow their instantiation by the plans.
• Specification of security solutions in an organized way and without altering the
original software functionalities.
• Description and specification of reusable solutions.
• Programming-language independency.
• Easiness of understanding and use by non security experts.
In the following, we present the meta-model specification of the SHP profile. We first
present the meta-elements needed for specifying plans. Then, we give the meta-model for
specifying patterns. The meta-elements are translated into UML stereotypes that extend
the existing UML meta-elements [33]. The attributes of the meta-elements will become
tags of stereotypes when the profile is applied [33]. The values of the attributes will be
considered as tagged values of the stereotypes [33].

3.1. Specification of Security Hardening Plans
The meta-model for specifying security hardening plans is depicted in Figure 2. It provides developers with the necessary elements to specify security requirements for UML
design, specifically, it shows how to represent a plan, the patterns that are used and instantiated by the plan and how to apply a plan to the base model. It also shows the
relationship between the new meta-elements and the UML meta-elements (represented
with a stereotype ≪metaclass≫). In the following, we explain the semantics of each
meta-element.
Plan: The meta-element Plan represents a security hardening plan. It extends the UML
meta-element Class. As stated before, a plan encapsulates a set of security requirements that need to be enforced in a software. The security solutions enforcing these requirements are implemented in patterns used by the plans. In our profile specification,
plans can be applied to UML packages through an association presented by the metaelement Plan Application. We also defined an inheritance relation between plans.
This allows the developer to reuse existing plans instead of creating a new plan for each
security breach. Thus, a plan can inherit the security solutions from another plan. For
example, as shown in Figure 3, if a plan B extends a plan A, then the plan B will provide
all the security solutions provided by the plan A, i.e., Pattern A1 and Pattern A2,
in addition to those solutions that are specific to the plan B, i.e., Pattern B.
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Figure 2. The Meta-Model for Specifying Security Hardening Plans.

Plan Application: The meta-element Plan Application extends the UML metaelement Dependency. It denotes a relationship between a plan and a UML package.
Since a plan can specify many security requirements that may involve various UML
classes, it is useful to apply a plan to the UML package(s) containing those classes rather
than applying it to each class. This way of applying plans will compact as possible the
applied security solutions and therefore, reduce the complexity of the plans specification.
Pattern Instantiation: The meta-element Pattern Instantiation specifies the
patterns used in a plan. It extends the UML meta-element StructuralFeature. In
the UML meta-model, structural features are owned by classes. Thus, there is no need to
associate Pattern Instantiation with Plan. For a pattern to be instantiated, we
defined for the meta-element Pattern Instantiation some attributes that represent the pattern’s parameters (e.g., Language, API), in addition to the location where the
pattern should be applied (the attribute Where).
We added the following OCL constraint [32] to ensure that the stereotype
≪Pattern Instantiation≫ can be applied only to features of classes that are
stereotyped ≪Plan≫:
context Pattern Instantiation inv:
allInstances.featuredClassifier.oclIsKindOf(Plan)
Pattern Instance: The meta-element Pattern Instance represents pre-defined patterns that give the security solutions for well-known application-independent vulnerabilities such as buffer overflow, SQL injection, etc. The stereotypes representing those
patterns can be applied directly either on: (1) a UML class if the security problems are
present in only one or a small number of classes, or (2) a UML package if the security problems are present in many classes of the same package. In this case, an attribute
Where is used to specify to which classes the pattern should be applied. This solution
helps keeping the design as simple as possible by reducing the number of security elements involved in the design.

To better illustrate the usability of the SHP profile for specifying plans, an example is given in Figure 3. It shows the different possibilities of applying hardening solutions. For instance, Plan A uses two patterns that are Pattern A1 and Pattern A2.
Plan B uses Pattern B. In addition, since Plan B extends Plan A, Plan B inherits the patterns instantiated by Plan A (Pattern A1 and Pattern A2). The figure
also shows how patterns can be applied directly as stereotypes either on UML packages
(e.g., Pattern 1), or UML classes (e.g., Pattern 2). The patterns’ parameters are
not shown in this figure. Please refer to Figure 5 for an example of their use.
<<Pattern_1>> PackageA
Class1

<<Pattern_2>> Class2

<<Plan_Application>>
<<Plan>> Plan_B
<<Pattern_Instantiation>> Pattern_B

<<Plan>> Plan_A
<<Pattern_Instantiation>> Pattern_A1
<<Pattern_Instantiation>> Pattern_A2

Figure 3. Different Possibilities of Applying Security Hardening Solutions.

3.2. Specification of Security Hardening Patterns
Figure 4 presents the meta-model proposed for the specification of security hardening
patterns. This meta-model is based on aspect-orientation to allow the separation of security concerns from the software functionalities. The elements of this meta-model are
used by security experts to specify security hardening solutions for well-known security
problems. They mainly represent patterns, the security components they embody, and
the location where each component should be injected in the base models. The relationship between the new meta-elements and the UML meta-elements (represented with a
stereotype ≪metaclass≫) is also shown in the figure. In the following, we explain
the semantics of each meta-element.
Pattern: The meta-element Pattern represents a security hardening pattern. It extends
the UML meta-element Class. As stated earlier, a pattern specifies the precise steps of
the hardening and the locations where the hardening solutions should be injected. The
meta-element Pattern contains some attributes (e.g., Language, API) that represent
the pattern’s parameters that could help in distinguishing the patterns with similar names
and allow the pattern instantiation. A pattern is composed of one or many Advice elements that indicate the security behavior and the insertion point where it should be
injected.
Advice: The meta-element Advice represents the security behavior to be integrated
into the base model. It extends the UML meta-element BehavioralFeature since it
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Figure 4. The Meta-Model for Specifying Security Hardening Patterns.

specifies a behavior. The advice signature will be represented as an operation in a UML
class diagram. The advice behavior will be specified in behavioral diagrams, such as activity, sequence and state machines. The meta-element Advice is an abstract representation of an advice in the advice-pointcut model. Since behavioral features are owned by
classes in the UML meta-model, there is no need to associate the meta-element Advice
with the meta-element Pattern.
The location where the security behavior should be injected is specified by the
attribute type and the meta-element Pointcut. The values of the attribute type
are provided in the enumeration Advice Type. We added two other attributes to the
meta-element Advice that are exportParameter and importParameter. These
two concepts are introduced in [29] to specify the parameters that should be passed
between two Pointcut constructs. The attribute exportParameter is defined at
the origin Pointcut. It allows to specify a set of variables and make them available
to be exported [29]. The attribute importParameter is defined at the destination
Pointcut. It allows to specify a set of variables and import them from the origin
Pointcut where the exportParameter has been defined [29].
We added the following OCL constraint to ensure that the stereotype ≪Advice≫
can be applied only to features of classes that are stereotyped ≪Pattern≫:
context Advice inv:
allInstances.featuredClassifier.oclIsKindOf(Pattern)

Pointcut: The meta-element Pointcut specifies particular points in the base model
where the security behavior specified in the Advice should be applied. It extends the
UML meta-element StructuralFeature since it does not specify a dynamic behavior. The meta-element Pointcut is an abstract representation of a pointcut in the
advice-pointcut model. As for Advice, we defined the following OCL constraint to ensure that ≪Pointcut≫ can be applied only to features of classes that are stereotyped
≪Pattern≫:
context Pointcut inv:
allInstances.featuredClassifier.oclIsKindOf(Pattern)
We specialized the meta-element Pointcut to represent different kinds of pointcuts,
mainly those that are commonly used by different AOP languages (See [22, 23] for more
details about the different kinds of pointcuts):
• Operation Pointcut: describes pointcuts that select operation-based join
points such as an operation call or execution. It has a multi-valued attribute
(operation) that contains the captured operations. The type of the join point
(e.g., call, execution) is provided by the meta-elements Call Pointcut and
Execution pointcut that are sub-classes of the meta-element Operation Pointcut.
• CFlow Pointcut: describes pointcuts that select join points occurring in the
dynamic execution context of the join points specified in the attribute pointcut.
• Context Pointcut: specifies pointcuts that select join points exposing context information such as the argument values of a function call. It has three subclasses: This Pointcut, Target Pointcut and Args Pointcut that
specify the type of the context-based pointcut.

4. Case Study: Securing Connection of Client Applications from Design to Code
To demonstrate the feasibility and utility of our approach, we present in this section a
case study related to securing the HTTP connections of an open source software called
APT (Advanced Package Tool). The security hardening profile, the UML-based security
hardening plan and pattern, and the base model presented in this section have been specified using IBM Rational Software Architect [19]. This tool comes with a powerful UML
modeler which allows developers to design UML 2.0 models and profiles. In addition, it
supports XMI-based model interchange mechanism [34] (in other words, it can import
and export XMI files). Since XMI files are supported by most of UML tools, the examples shown below are then compatible with most of UML tools. Following the approach
presented in Section 2, we first present the security hardening solutions specified at the
UML design level. Then we provide the aspect code implemented using AspectC++ [44]
together with the experimental results.
APT is an automated package downloader and manager for the Debian Linux distribution. It is written in C++ and is composed of more than 23 000 source lines of code
(based on version 0.5.28, generated using David A. Wheeler’s ’SLOCCount’). It obtains
packages via local file storage, FTP, HTTP, etc. In the sequel, we are going to present
the security hardening plan, pattern, and the aspect elaborated to secure the APT connections.

4.1. UML-Based Security Hardening Plan
The UML diagram presented hereafter depicts the APT package that contains some
APT acquire methods, such as HTTP, FTP, RSH methods, etc. We have decided to add
HTTPS support to this application using the plan Secure Connection Plan. This
package contains all the classes that are involved in the HTTP connection. The class
HTTPMethod is responsible for sending the HTTP request. The class ServerState
provides methods to open/close a connection to the server. The connection is executed by
the method connect() in the class Connection. The class CircleBuf performs
reading/writing the request/response from/into buffers.
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<<Pattern_Instantiation>> Secure_Connection_Pattern
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{API = GNUTLS}
{Peer = Client}
{Protocol = SSL}
{Where = Connection, ServerState, HTTPMethod, CircleBuf}

Figure 5. The APT Package Diagram with Secure Connection Plan.

The plan Secure Connection Plan is represented by a UML class stereotyped ≪Plan≫. The plan is applied to the APT package using a stereotyped association ≪Plan Application≫. It uses Secure Connection Pattern that is
represented by an attribute stereotyped ≪Pattern Instantiation≫. As explained in Section 3, some tags (e.g., Language, API) are attached to the stereotype
≪Pattern Instantiation≫ to allow the identification and instantiation of the
selected pattern. The location (the classes) where the pattern should be applied is also

specified by a tag Where. In this example, the secure connection pattern should be applied to the classes Connection, ServerState, HTTPMethod and CircleBuf
that are affected when establishing HTTP connections.

4.2. UML-Based Security Hardening Pattern
Figure 6 presents the solution part of the Secure Connection Pattern for securing the connections of the aforementioned application using GnuTLS/SSL.
<<Pattern>>
Secure_Connection_Pattern
{Language = C/C++} {API = GNUTLS} {Peer = Client} {Protocol = SSL}

<<Execution_Pointcut>> StartingPoint {operation = HTTPMethod.Loop}
<<Call_Pointcut>> Connect {operation = connect}
<<Call_Pointcut>> Send {operation = write}
<<Call_Pointcut>> Receive {operation = read}
<<Call_Pointcut>> Close {operation = close}
<<Advice>> InitializeTLSLib()

{{type = Before}, {pointcut = StartingPoint}}

<<Advice>> InitializeTLSSession()

{{type = Before}, {pointcut = Connect}, {exportParameter = {xcred, session}}}

<<Advice>> AddTLSHandshake()

{{type = After}, {pointcut = Connect}, {importParameter = session}}

<<Advice>> SSLSend()

{{type = Replace}, {pointcut = Send}, {importParameter = session}}

<<Advice>> SSLReceive()

{{type = Replace}, {pointcut = Receive}, {importParameter = session}}

<<Advice>> CloseTLSSession()

{{type = Before}, {pointcut = Close}, {importParameter = {xcred, session}}}

<<Advice>> DeinitializeTLSLibrary()
{{type = After}, {pointcut = StartingPoint}}
Figure 6. The Secure Connection Pattern.

The pattern is represented by a class stereotyped ≪Pattern≫. The tagged values
attached to this stereotype specify the pattern’s parameters. The pattern contains a set
of security behaviors and the locations in the base model where they should be applied.
The security behaviors are represented by operations stereotyped ≪Advice≫. The locations where the security behaviors will be injected are specified using attributes stereotyped ≪Execution Pointcut≫/≪Call Pointcut≫. This pattern explains in
an abstract way the steps and actions to be performed for securing the connections. An
example of these actions is replacing all the functions responsible for sending and receiving data on the secure channels by the ones providing TLS.
The behavior of the security methods used by the pattern is specified in behavioral
diagrams, such as activity, sequence and state machine diagrams. An example is given
in Figure 7. It depicts an activity diagram that specifies the detailed behavior of the
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Figure 7. Behaviors of the Advices InitializeTLSSession and AddTLSHandshake.

advices InitializeTLSSession() and AddTLSHandshake() inserted around
the function connect().

4.3. Security Hardening Aspect
We realized the UML-based security hardening solution by implementing its corresponding aspect using AspectC++. Listing 1 shows the advice-pointcuts that constitute the
aspect.
The first advice-pointcut matches the call to the content of the function HttpMethod::Loop to initialize the GnuTLS API at the beginning and de-initialize it at
the end. The second advice-pointcut intercepts all the calls to the function connect,
initializes the TLS session before and adds the TLS handshake after. The third advicepointcut intercepts all the calls to the function write and replaces each one by a secure
write using the TLS function gnutls record send. Similarly, the fourth advicepointcut intercepts all the calls to the function read and replaces each one by a secure
read using the TLS function gnutls record recv. Finally, the fifth advice-pointcut
intercepts all the calls to the function close, terminates the TLS session before and
de-initializes the created data structure after performing the call.

The reader will notice the appearance of hardening sockinfo t. These are the
data structure and functions that we developed to distinguish between secure and non
secure channels and export the parameter between the application’s components at runtime (since the primitives ImportParamter and ExportParameter are not yet
deployed into the weavers). We found that one major problem was the passing of parameters between functions that initialize the connection and those that use it for sending
and receiving data. In order to avoid using shared memory directly, we opted for a hash
table that uses the socket number as a key to store and retrieve all the needed information
(in our own defined data structure). One additional information that we store is whether
the socket is secured or not. In this manner, all calls to a read() and write() are
modified for runtime checks that use the proper reading/writing functions.
Listing 1: Excerpt of Aspect for Securing Connections
aspect https{
advice execution( "% HttpMethod::Loop()" ) : around () {
//init gnutls lib
hardening_initGnuTLSSubsystem(NONE); hardening_socketInfoStorageInit();
tjp->proceed();
//deinit libs
hardening_socketInfoStorageDeinit(); hardening_deinitGnuTLSSubsystem();
}
advice call("% connect(...)") : around () {
//variables declared
hardening_sockinfo_t socketInfo;
const int cert_type_priority[3] = { GNUTLS_CRT_X509,
GNUTLS_CRT_OPENPGP, 0};
//initialize TLS session info
gnutls_init (&socketInfo.session, GNUTLS_CLIENT);
gnutls_set_default_priority (socketInfo.session);
gnutls_certificate_type_set_priority (socketInfo.session,
cert_type_priority); gnutls_certificate_allocate_credentials (&
socketInfo.xcred);
gnutls_credentials_set (socketInfo.session, GNUTLS_CRD_CERTIFICATE,
socketInfo.xcred);
//check if non-blocking. If so, make blocking until we are done with
the handshake
int socketflags = fcntl(*(int *)tjp->arg(0),F_GETFL);
if ((socketflags & O_NONBLOCK) != 0) fcntl(*(int *)tjp->arg(0),
F_SETFL, socketflags ˆ O_NONBLOCK);
//Connect + Handshake
tjp->proceed();
if (*tjp->result() < 0) {
if ((socketflags & O_NONBLOCK) != 0) fcntl(*(int *)tjp->arg(0),
F_SETFL, socketflags);
return;
}
gnutls_transport_set_ptr (socketInfo.session, (gnutls_transport_ptr)
(*(int *)tjp->arg(0)));
int result = gnutls_handshake (socketInfo.session);
if ((socketflags & O_NONBLOCK) != 0){
fcntl(*(int *)tjp->arg(0),F_SETFL, socketflags); //restore nonblocking state if it was like that

gnutls_transport_set_lowat(socketInfo.session,0); //now make gnutls
aware that we are dealing with non-blocking sockets
}
//Save Information in hash table
socketInfo.isSecure = true; socketInfo.socketDescriptor = *(int *)tjp
->arg(0);
hardening_storeSocketInfo(*(int *)tjp->arg(0), socketInfo);
*tjp->result() = result;
}
//replacing write() by gnutls_record_send() on a secured socket
advice call("% write(...)") : around () {
hardening_sockinfo_t socketInfo = hardening_getSocketInfo(*(int *)tjp->
arg(0));
if (socketInfo.isSecure)
*(tjp->result()) = gnutls_record_send(socketInfo.session, *(char**)
tjp->arg(1), *(int *)tjp->arg(2));
else
tjp->proceed();
}
//replacing read() by gnutls_record_recv() on a secured socket
advice call("% read(...)") : around () {
hardening_sockinfo_t socketInfo = hardening_getSocketInfo(*(int *)tjp->
arg(0));
if (socketInfo.isSecure)
*(tjp->result()) = gnutls_record_recv(socketInfo.session, *(char**)
tjp->arg(1), *(int *)tjp->arg(2));
else
tjp->proceed();
}
advice call("% close(...)") : around () {
hardening_sockinfo_t socketInfo = hardening_getSocketInfo(*(int *)tjp->
arg(0)); /* socket matched by sd*/
if(socketInfo.isSecure ){
gnutls_bye(socketInfo.session, GNUTLS_SHUT_RDWR);
}
tjp->proceed();
if(socketInfo.isSecure ){
gnutls_deinit(socketInfo.session);
gnutls_certificate_free_credentials(socketInfo.xcred);
hardening_removeSocketInfo(*(int *)tjp->arg(0));
socketInfo.isSecure = false; socketInfo.socketDescriptor = 0;
}
}
};

4.4. Experimental Results
In order to validate the hardened applications, we used the Debian apache-ssl package,
an HTTP server that accepts only SSL-enabled connections. We populated the server
with a software repository compliant with APT’s requirements, so that APT can connect automatically to the server and download the needed metadata in the repository.
Then, we weaved (using AspectC++ weaver) the elaborated aspect with the different

variants of APT. The resulting hardened software was capable of performing both HTTP
and HTTPS package acquisition, based on the parameters in the configuration file. After building and deploying the modified APT package, we tested successfully its functionality by refreshing APT’s package database, which forced the software to connect to
both our local web server (Apache-ssl) using HTTPS and remote servers using HTTP
to update its list of packages. The experimental results in Figures 8 and 9 show that the
new hardened software is able to connect using both HTTP and HTTPS connections,
exploring the correctness of the security hardening process.
In the sequel, we provide brief explanations of our results. Figure 8 shows the packet
capture, obtained using WireShark software, of the unencrypted HTTP traffic between
our version of APT and its remote package repositories. The highlighted line shows
an HTTP connection to the www.getautomatix.com APT package repository. On
the other hand, Figure 9 shows the connections between our version of APT and the
remote package repositories on the local web server. The highlighted lines show TLSv1
application data exchanged in encrypted form through HTTPS connections.

Figure 8. Packet Capture of Unencrypted APT Traffic

5. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we presented a novel approach for software security hardening. The approach allows security hardening solutions to be taken care of during the earlier phases
of software development life cycle. Aspect orientation is one of the key characteristics of
this approach. Another characteristic is knowledge transfer and reuse. Indeed, security
experts expertise is captured and packaged as security hardening solutions and provided
to designers, having little or even no security expertise. Security expertise is provided
as high-level solutions to particular security problems including all the details on how
and where to apply them. The developers can refine the security solutions in a systematic
way in order to end with the needed implementation of the security hardening solutions.
The approach provides the UML-based capabilities required for both, capturing security solutions and reusing them. These capabilities are provided thanks to the SHP
profile, which is extending the UML meta-language with aspect-oriented specification
capabilities. A security expert can use the SHP profile to design security solutions; as
patterns, while the designer can use it to specify the needed security requirements as
plans. Moreover, the specified security solutions can be systematically translated into se-

Figure 9. Packet Capture of SSL-protected APT Traffic

curity aspects code without the need of having an expertise in the security solution domain. As a result of our contribution, security solutions can be integrated into a software
from the early phases of the development life cycle. This helps mainly in accelerating
the development of secure applications and reducing errors.
Currently, we are investigating the weaving mechanisms at the design level to generate secure UML models. As future work, we intend to automate the generation of the security code from the high-level solutions specified at the design level. We will also investigate other security problems, provide the corresponding security hardening solutions
and apply them on more elaborated case studies.
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